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ABSTRACT 
 

Informations are needed as one of their basic needs in the that had to be 
met current public. In new era we can get the information easier, although using 
smartphone or using computer. And therefore this providers of services of internet 
services help have been used to simplify get the information. Many as the number 
of the use of the internet so it appeared likely to be misused the internet in 
community circles, so that a management action complete access over the ISP is 
really needed he expressed. Efforts aimed at peaceful and likely to be misused in 
connection with the management in an attempt to minimize the internet so it the 
act of misuse of the internet can be minimized. 

Data collection method in preparing the report work practices this court 
in a practice at the street vendors. To guide interview on the prevention of the act 
of abuse internet. Reading literature and discuss with partner work practices the 
court and tutors and employees of  PT. Angkasa Sarana Teknik Komunikasi. 

Management and prevention of internet access from customers to the 
internet using DNS Server through the Bind version 9 application from the PT. 
Angkasa Sarana Teknik Komunikasi as an ISP. Fill in and save a list of sites that 
contain negative content in the Bind9 application automatically when customers 
or users of internet services PT. Angkasa Sarana Teknik Komunikasi accesses the 
site is automatically transferred to the ISP's IP address and Kominfo ip address. 

The management and configuration of blocking sites using ISP's DNS 
server with the Bind9 application has been proven to block and redirect sites that 
contain negative content to ISP's and Kominfo's IP's ip so that it is effective in 
preventing internet misuse. The supervision of parents in using the internet is very 
helpful in preventing acts of internet abuse and providing education about good 
internet use.  
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